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Grandpa Ruffo
decided to tap
into the gas line

Congratulations graduates, class of 2021: See pages 7-9

What he did right and
what went wrong at
New London School

By John Toth
The Bulletin

As soon as I stepped into my
office and turned on my computer,
I saw that something was wrong.
Something tipped me off - maybe it
was a bunch of messages I received
from friends saying: “You have been
hacked.”
A perfect end to a long day, I
thought sarcastically. Why would
anyone want to hack my Facebook
account?
I'm such a nice guy on Facebook
that I even surprise myself. I don’t

By Roy Edwards

The Bulletin

Last week’s column dealt with
Grandpa Ruffo lighting his house
with kerosene and carbide gas. Then
he decided to switch to natural gas.
The changes went from dangerous to very dangerous to explosive,
but Ruffo knew what he was doing perhaps even better than the people
who designed the heating system at
the New London school.
Multiple shallow oil wells were
being drilled in Anderson County.
These wells produced a small
amount of oil but a tremendous
amount of natural gas. The oil industry (at that time) saw natural gas
as a waste product, and most of it
was in above-ground gas pipelines,
crisscrossing the county.
The well owners had more natural
gas than they knew what to do with,
so they did not care when people
started tapping into the pipelines
and diverting the gas for their own
personal use.
I can’t imagine going up to a
high-pressure natural gas pipeline,
drilling a hole in the pipe, and then
threading the hole so I could screw
a shut-off valve into place. I would
have barbecued myself, anyone
around me, and set half the county
on fire.

Ramblings

Mask, glasses, hearing aid can make for a tangled mess
By Ernie Williamson

wiring and the glasses with frames,
all compete for space on the side of
I’m glad the guidelines for wearmy head.
ing masks have been relaxed.
The result, in addition to the irritaI can now wear my hearing aids
tion behind the ears caused by the
with less fear of
mask, is often an
The View from My Seat ensnarled mess
losing them.
In case you are
that increases the
confused, let me explain.
risk of losing a hearing aid.
In addition to hearing aids, I also
It could be worse. At least I don’t
need glasses.
have earrings, too.
Add a mask and the combination
creates a new kind of ear congestion.
The mask with its elastic ear
The Gathering Place has
(See GAS on Page 13)
loops, the hearing aids with their
announced the creation of a free
Caregiver Registry.
Independent home health proINSIDE THIS ISSUE
viders who work with Alzheimer’s
patients can register with the organization, indicating days and times
they are available and how far they
will drive for work.
The Gathering Place will then
contact family caregivers/ employers with a list of providers who are
SEE PAGE 16
SEE PAGE 10
available.

Clarion’s Summer
Matinee Series
starts June 23

Some cat-hating
Facebook crook
stole my identity

The Bulletin

If I am careful, I notice the entanglement while taking off my glasses
or the mask. I untangle everything
so a hearing aid doesn’t fall unnoticed to the ground somewhere. If I
am not careful … well, that could be
an expensive mistake if I lost one of
the aids.
The two hearing aids cost more
than $4,000.

(See EARS on Page 5)

Non-profit to start caregiver registry

How staring at
monitors affects
your vision

“We will not be a placement
service. We will leave the employer
the job of checking references and
doing background checks, and
we are providing the service at no
charge to all parties,” Dale Libby,
Gathering Place CEO explained.
Most Alzheimer’s patients live
eight to 10 years after diagnosis,
but they may live as long as 20
years. At some point in caring for a
person with Alzheimer’s, Libby said,

(See REGISTER on Page 13)

post anything political. I know that
many people do, but I think that
Mark’s original intent with Facebook
was to find a date, not to debate
politics and make enemies.
That’s Mark Zuckerberg, who
co-founded Facebook, which made
him a billionaire at age 23. He wrote
the original code, according to the
movie, after he borrowed the idea
from a couple of rich college kids
who liked to row competitively.
“Social Network” is a great movie. I
still watch it about once a year.
Mark wanted a date, but for most
of us who are married, that function
of Facebook is of no use. Instead,
we post vacation photos, pictures of
food and photos and videos of our
family and pets.
Wait, maybe someone who
doesn’t like cats hacked my site and
assumed my identity while asking
my friends, who are already friends,
to be my friends.
I may have been overdoing it
some. The kittens are doing a lot of
funny and cute stuff, and I happen
to have my phone around to digitize

(See HACKED on Page 6)

facebook.com/
thebulletinbrazoriacounty/
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Anthony’s Key & Lockout
Service
.

Based in Demi-John
Oyster Creek

(979) 977-0020 (713) 501-5625
Auto Home, Business lockout Service
Lock Hardware Installed

LICENSED

Locks Rekeyed to Different Key
Car Keys Made, Copied
Also, Jumpstart, Fuel Delivery, Tire Change

JUNE 9

Weather facts that
are not that ordinary
June 8
1953 - The worst tornado of
record for the state of Michigan killed
116 persons. Flint, MI. was hardest
hit. The tornado, half a mile in width,
destroyed 200 homes on Coldwater
Road, killing entire families.
1966 - A tornado ripped right
through the heart of the capitol city
of Topeka, KS., killing 16 persons
and causing $100 million in damage.
The tornado, which struck during the
evening, cut a swath of near total
destruction eight miles long and
four blocks wide. It was the most
destructive tornado of record up until
that time.
June 10
1752 - It is believed that this was
the day Benjamin Franklin narrowly
missed electrocution while flying
a kite during a thunderstorm to
determine if lightning is related to
electricity.
June 11
1842 - A late season snowstorm
struck New England. Snow fell
during the morning and early afternoon, accumulating to a depth of 10
to 12 inches at Irasburg, VT. Berlin,
N.H. was blanketed with 11 inches of
snow during the day.
1907 - The temperature at Tamarack, CA., dipped to two degrees
above zero, the lowest reading of
record for June for the U.S. The high
that day was 30 degrees.
Tamarack received 42 inches of
snow between the 10th and the 13th.
On the 13th, the snow depth was
130 inches.

JUNE 10

JUNE 11

JUNE 12

JUNE 13

JUNE 14

JUNE 15

Strange but True
By Bill Sones
and Rich Sones, Ph.D.
Spoonerisms
Q. “You hissed my mystery lecture,” the professor once rebuked
a student, adding disgustedly,
“You have tasted two worms.”
Both lines eventually became
classics. What was going on
here, and who was the speaker?
A. These are “Spoonerisms,”
letter or sound transpositions by the
Reverend W.A. Spooner, Anglican
priest and scholar of the early 20th
century. When Spooner grew agitated by someone “missing a history
lecture” and “wasting two terms,” he
inadvertently fired off the two classics. Presiding at a wedding with a
reluctant bridegroom: “Son, it is now
kisstomary to cuss the bride.”
These are not believed to be
Freudian but to originate in the
deeper processes of language
itself, says Harvard’s Steven Pinker,
author of “The Language Instinct.”
Most slips are simply boring, the
brain planning out a sentence
and setting up a framework for
the sounds - a series of slots for
the nouns and verbs and vowels
and consonants - which then get
inserted wrong. Occasionally, when
two sounds end up in each other’s
slots, the result is a surprising “tip of
the slung,” or Spoonerism.

Lovers everywhere
Q. Worldwide, where are the
romantic lovers?
A. Everywhere! answer Elaine
Hatfield and Richard Rapson in
“Love & Sex: Cross-Cultural Perspectives.” The old stereotype that
amour flowers only in individualist
cultures ignores reality. Survey
samplings: When ethnic-American college students were asked
if they’d ever been in love, 95% of
Anglo Americans said yes, as did
86% of Mexican Americans, 72%
of Chinese Americans. And Elaine
Hatfield’s University of Hawaii
students - their grandparents, parents, and they themselves coming
from China, Europe, or the Pacific
Islands, including the Philippines,
Hawaii, Samoa, Guam, Tonga, Tahiti
and Fiji - all seemed vulnerable to
that not-so-Western “many-splendored thing.” “If anything, it was the
Pacific Islanders who were the real
romantics.” When asked “Are you
in love now?”, 61% of Russian men
and 73% of Russian women said
“Yes,” as did 53%-63% of Americans, 41%-63% of Japanese....
In cultures East or West, rich or
poor, industrial or non-, the love
beat goes on!
Boy or girl?
Q. You hear of couples having
four boys, five boys, six boys and

Angleton Manor

110 Buchta Rd., Angleton, TX . 979-849-0115

.SPACIOUS ONE/TWO BR. FLOORPLANS
.ALL ELECTRIC KITCHENS
.WASHER/DRYER CONNECTIONS
.WOOD-STYLE FLOORING
.SPARKLING SWIMMING POOL

www.angletonmanorapts.com
*See office for details
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more without any girls. Or vice
versa. Do boys or girls just run
in certain families, stacking the
offspring deck?
A. The odds on having a string
of boys (or girls) is the same as
tossing a coin and getting a string of
heads (or tails), says Yale biologist
Robert Wyman: 1/2 of all couples
with 2 kids will have 2B or 2G; 1/4
of couples with 3 kids will have 3B
or 3G; 1/16 with 5 kids will have 5B
or 5G. Just by chance. “So if you
know 16 families with 5 kids, talk to
them. Odds are, one will have 5 of
a kind.”
Real life is a little more complicated in that more boys are born
than girls (106-100), says Wyman.
One statistician who studied the
issue, as reported by psychologist
David G. Myers in “Intuition: Its
Powers and Perils,” was prompted
by a sister who said, “Jackson men
produce boys” (not his real name).
Indeed, eight Jackson men had
produced 21 boys and three girls.
So he analyzed 6,089 randomly
sampled families and found no clear
evidence of sex bias. For example,
among 132 four-child families that
started off with three children of the
same sex, 69 had a fourth child of
the same sex, 63 of the other, i.e.,
no significant stacking.
And says Myers, “Since Jackson’s sister made her remark, the
Jackson men have had five more
children, four of whom are girls.”

Angleton Chamber to
celebrate Flag Day

The Angleton Chamber will hold
its annual Flag Day celebration
on Monday, June 14, at Veterans
Park, located at 115 E. Magnolia in
Angleton.
It willl be held from 11:30 a.m.
to 1 p.m. and will include patriotic
music and speakers, including State
Representative Cody Vasut and
County Judge Matt Sebesta.
A hot dog lunch is available for
$10 per person. First responders
eat free. Table sponsorships are
$250 and include 10 lunches and
seating. Attendees are encouraged
to make reservations for the event,
which is sponsored by Olin.
For more information, or to make
a reservation, please call the chamber at (979) 849-6443.
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Let us email you
The Bulletin weekly
This is good time to sign up for
our free email service.
Then, each Tuesday we’ll send
you an email with a link to the latest
issue of The Bulletin.
All you have to do is go to our
website:
mybulletinnewspaper.com
Scroll down to the bottom, where
you’ll find a short form to fill out.
Fill in your email, first and last
name, and hit “subscribe.” We’ll take
care of the rest.
With the virus making outings
a hassle in some cases, this is a
convenient way to make sure that
you don’t miss a single issue of The
Bulletin.
If you have any questions, please
call (979) 849-5407, or email us at
stephanie.bulletin@gmail.com.
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5 p.m. on Tuesday.
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ANOTHER DAY HE’D LIKE
TO FORGET: A heavily intoxicated
60-year-old man drove behind a
school bus in Butte, Montana, while
weaving all over the road and followed it all the way to the bus barn.
He had a gallon of Nikolai vodka in
the center console and already had
racked up at least five DUI convictions.
Arresting officers noted that he
fell down multiple times outside of
the car, had a blood-alcohol level
more than three times the legal limit
and urinated on himself at the jail.
THAT DREAM DIDN’T LAST
LONG: A man traveled 90 miles
from his home in Pontypridd, Wales,
to pick up the luxury $33,000
Mitsubishi Evo IX sports car he had
won in a Dream Car Giveaways
drawing.
At 6:30 the next morning, he
crashed it into a wall near his home.
He was cited for driving without due
care and attention.
THIS IS ALSO HOW HE
WILL PLEAD IN COURT: A
man, who has a history of drug
offenses, was arrested in Bismarck,

N.D., for failure to appear in court
in a methamphetamine possession
case. He was wearing a shirt featuring a picture of Pinocchio with the
words “It Wasn’t Me.”
CERTAINLY, SIR, WAIT
RIGHT HERE: A man walked
up to a teller in a bank in Ocala,
Fla., and read her a prepared note,
saying that he was robbing the bank
and that she was to give him money.
But she signaled a coworker who
activated the alarm, and they both
went to the back of the bank and
called police, who came and found
the would-be robber standing in
the same spot in front of the teller
window.
NO ONE IS FOLLOWING
YOU, SIR: A man fired a gun out
his bedroom window, jumped off
the balcony of his apartment and
broke a window to get into the home
of a downstairs neighbor in Spring
Valley, Calif. People called the cops
when they saw him trying to break
into apartments in the area.
He told police he thought someone was after him, and they said he
exhibited signs of being under the

influence of a controlled substance.
THANK YOU, MA’AM, BUT
NO: An extremely intoxicated
woman attempted to give “random
citizens” lap dances on the sidewalk
outside a bar in St. Petersburg, Fla.
When the cops showed up, she
asked them if they wanted to “bang”
on the sidewalk and threatened to
assault paramedics if they came
near her.

The officers declined her invitation, and arrested her for disorderly
intoxication.
THAT SHOULD TELL YOU
SOMETHING ABOUT HIM
RIGHT THERE: A murder suspect, who escaped in Atlanta while
being extradited to Arizona from
Georgia, was recaptured a short
time later. He had a tattoo on the
front of his neck that said “risk.”

NOW HIRING
Angleton location

Come join our team at the La Quinta by Wyndham in Angleton!
• We are in search of friendly, self-motivated housekeepers!!
• We offer benefits, 401K, vacation and PT time available.
• All housekeepers starting base is $11 per hour with a minimum
of 30 hours weekly.
Stop by and speak to Roseanna or Kristina for any questions!

2400 W Mulberry St., Angleton, TX 77515

EARS
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I thought this was just my First
World problem, but one day I discovered I wasn’t alone.
I was getting ready for a physical
therapy session at an outpatient
clinic. This clinic requires patients
to discard their masks and use only
masks provided by the clinic.
I switched masks and, as I was
rolling away in my wheelchair, a
security guard said “you forgot
something.”
She was holding one of my
hearing aids. I hadn’t been careful
enough and one hearing aid had
been left behind on the floor. It had
been entangled with the mask and
came out of my ear when I removed
my mask.
I thanked her, and she smiled.
“You would be surprised how often
this happens,” she said.
Out of curiosity, I decided to
undertake what passes these days
for deep research. I googled “masks
and hearing aids.”
To my surprise, there were several screens devoted to the topic.
These were some of the headlines:
“6 masks that won’t send your
hearing aids flying”;
“Struggling to wear a mask and
hearing aids? Here’s help”;
“How to wear hearing aids comfortably with glasses and masks”.
After almost losing a hearing aid

several times, I decided I would
experiment and only wear them
around the house. I figured that
was safe since I didn’t wear a mask
in our house, and I would be more
likely to find a hearing aid if it fell off.
That meant, however, I was venturing out in public with diminished
hearing, trying to understand what
masked people were saying while
standing six feet away.
I am sure nearly all of you - even
those with good hearing - have
had to ask a person with a mask to
repeat themselves or to speak up.
I did it so often it became embarrassing.
Hearing what a mask-wearer was
saying in a normal conversation was
tough. Hearing what was being said
by a mask-wearing clerk behind
a plexiglass barrier was tougher.
Understanding the garbles coming
through the speaker at a drive-thru
restaurant was impossible.

I was often reduced to shaking
my head yes or no, pretending to
understand every word being said.
I remember my physiatrist prescribed an exercise program for my
paraplegia.
Rather than ask her to repeat
it, I asked if she would just write it
down.
And, because of the masks, I
couldn’t rely on lip-reading clues
and other facial movements to help
me understand what was being
said.
According to Joy Victory, managing editor of the Healthy Hearing
website, a face mask reduces the
clarity of speech and lowers it anywhere from 5 to 15 decibels.
Speech becomes not just quieter, but more muzzled.
Fortunately, the experiment of
going without hearing aids is over.
I wear them with less fear of
losing them now that I am not wear-

IN HONOR OF FATHER’S DAY
With n
Coupo

10% OFF

TOTAL PURCHASE

thru
Drive- ble
availa

(Good thru June 21, 2021)

Homemade Tortillas

Mon - Friday 4:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Sat - Sunday 5:00 AM - 2:00 PM
500 W. Mulberry St., Angleton, TX 77515
Tel: (979) 331-3457

ing a mask outside all the time.
But, even so, I still can’t understand the voice on the speaker at
the drive-thru.
(Ernie Williamson welcomes
reader input. Please contact Ernie
at williamsonernie@gmail.com. Or,
send letters in care of The Bulletin,
PO Box 2426, Angleton, TX. 77516)

ADVERTISE WITH US
(979) 849-5407

WANT TO BUY

Travel Trailer
Even if repairs
needed

Must have title
(346) 244-8907
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HACKED

(From Page 1)

their actions. Maybe after this fake
person who hates cats grabbed my
Facebook friends, he planned to
subject them to photos without cats.
So, if you accepted a friend
request from John Toth with no
picture and are now getting photos
of rain, earthquakes and political
memes, that’s not me. Defriend
that friend immediately because he
is not a friend. I am the friend with
a photo of my dashing self in my
profile and cat and family pictures in
my news thread.
Why would anyone do something
like that? I turned to the Internet
machine and found the answer
on ricksdailytips.com. That name
sounds like a bookie betting sheet,
but it is actually a very useful site
on how to handle these types of
scams.
“Scammers are making virtual
copies of real Facebook accounts
by copying the photos and info from
the real account’s ‘About’ page
to the fake ones. They then send
friend requests to the friends listed
on the real account.
“Once the scammer has several

WANTED

Travel Trailer
THE

SPACE
PLACE

Thank you, Angleton
Come rent a space at our place!

1/2 OFF

First Month's Rent
With This Ad

2370 E. Mulberry
Angleton

979-848-1400

Even if repairs
needed

Must have title
(346) 244-8907
We Buy All
Mobile Homes
In Parks, On Land, All
Condition, All Ages
New & Used. No Fees! Fast!
Friendly offer in 24 Hours!
Call Now

(713) 929-2517

of the original account holder’s
friends on the fake account’s friends
list, there are countless ways those
people can be scammed because,
well, we tend to trust our friends,
right?”
Rick reminds me a lot of myself.
We both started out in the field of
electronics. He studied radio and
TV repair and then switched to
computers. I started in electrical
engineering and switched to writing,
so our paths deviate a little.
Rick suggests that you message
your friend from the account on
which they are already friends with
you and ask if the friend request is
legit. “Even better, call them on the
phone or visit them in person and
ask.”
I don’t know about calling or
visiting. That seems extreme.
“If the new account turns out to
be fake (and it probably will), you
can report it to Facebook so they
can delete it.”

Rick then listed the steps to follow
to report a fake account. I have
learned from personal experience
that reporting anything to Facebook
is not as easy as it sounds. But if
you go to his website, the steps are
outlined there.
Thank you to all my friends who
sent me alerts. I thought that something like this would never happen
to me. It shows that none of us are
safe from such exploitation.
While I try to figure out how to
report this cat-hating imposter, enjoy
some more pictures of the family
and kittens. I just posted some.
Back off, fakester. This is not for
you.

DID YOU KNOW?

• Steve Jobs never wrote a single
line of programming code. But he
was good at selling computers.
• The NFL was created while the
Ottoman Empire was still in existence. That explains a lot.

20 Wings (Hot, BBQ or Lemon Pepper)
+
a Bucket
of Beer

(Your choice of beer)

3500

$

#1
101 Clements St
Angleton, Texas 77515
(979) 849-3308

HAPPY HOUR
3-7 PM DAILY

#2
116 E. Plantation
Clute, Texas 77531
(979) 265-2220

Why we do what we do at graduation

• Tossing of the graduation hat is
a tradition signaling the end of the
ceremonies. The flight of the hat
symbolizes the flight of the graduates to whatever awaits them.
• Diplomas were originally made
of sheepskin. The words were written in ink on paper-thin sheepskin,
allowed to dry, then rolled up and
tied with a ribbon. Later, they were

printed on parchment when papermaking techniques improved. They
ditched the ribbons when graduates
complained that the rolled and
curled up diplomas were difficult to
frame.
• “Pomp and Circumstance” was
originally composed in 1901 by
Sir Edward Elgar. The tune was
eventually adopted by Princeton in
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Congratulations Graduates of Class 2021
1907, Chicago in 1908, Columbia in
1913, Vassar in 1916, and Rutgers
in 1918 as their official graduation
ceremony accompaniment.
• The commencement cap, or
“mortarboard,” originated with
headgear worn by church dignitaries in the 16th Century. Though

the style has been greatly modified
over the years, the caps are called
mortarboards because of their
resemblance to a masonry tool
of the same name. (Who knew?)
The tassel was added in the 19th
century. Protocol requires the tassel
to be worn on the right side of the
mortarboard until the candidate
receives his/her degree. Then it’s

moved to the left.
• In the 1300s, scholars and clerics at European universities would
wear long robes to stay warm and
comfortable in the largely unheated
buildings. The practice became so
common that, eventually, the robes
and gowns were recognized as
“official” attire, with little to no room
allowed for leeway.

Selfies have become part of the ceremony

Everybody wants to take a quick self portrait or “selfie” these days.
Some schools have openly embraced the “selfie” and do not limit when,
where or how students choose to authenticate the experience.
Many institutions however, have frowned upon the on stage “selfie.” The
University of South Florida and Bryant University advised that graduates
refrain from taking “selfies” while on stage, deeming it improper. Students
at these schools can still take them during the rest of the ceremony,
though.
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Congratulations Graduates of Class 2021

Some practical advice after graduating from high school
While most graduation commencements feature speakers
that deliver some great advice to
high school graduates, most of it
is general and doesn’t translate to
practical daily use.
They are supposed to boost graduates’ spirits and push them into
college, where everything they have
known so far, changes.
To supplement these traditinal recommendations, we have
compiled a list of practical and real
suggestions designed to help with
the daily tasks of post-high school.
• Success in high school doesn’t
always translate to success later in
life. In several years, what team you
played on or what your GPA was

will not be such a big factor in the
employment process. You’ll most
likely find you have to prove yourself
all over again, but your class has
gone through a pandemic, and still
succeeded, so you’ve got this.
• Don’t confuse your studies with
an education. Time spent getting
an A-plus in college, as opposed to
an A-minus, probably won’t make
a big difference. But keep learning
all your life. Ask questions. Listen to
people. Take classes. Keep reading; have a good book on hand.
• Some employers can be reluctant to hire young people because
they don’t know if they’ll show up
on time, dress properly and act professionally around the office. Show

Congratulations to our
Class of 2021
Brazoswood High School
Graduates

Emily Alexander
Madison Dimitroff
Tony Rotramel

In Brazos Mall
(979) 297-4002

them that you can!
• When you are starting a new
job, you may feel a little insecure,
but at least show the right attitude.
You’d be amazed at how far that
can get you.
• Don’t take a year off before
going to college. But you may want
to take some time between college
and grad school to work or intern to
decide if you really need and want a
master’s degree or Ph.D.
• Being happy with your chosen
career means a lot and is more
rewarding than developing a taste
for an expensive lifestyle.
• Never neglect your mental
health. Your own happiness should
be Job No. 1. Without it, you’ll
struggle at everything else.
• Most people are brand junkies. That includes most potential
employers. Get the best blue-chip
company names on your resume
that you can.
• Stretch yourself beyond your
comfort zone - in work and in life but only in stages. Don’t try for too
much at once.
• Move to where the jobs are and
don’t get too tied down early in your
career. Remain flexible.

Want to make more money? Keep studying
A total of 4.43 million college students are graduating in 2021: 24.6%
receive associate’s degrees; 49.9%
receive bachelor’s degrees.
The evidence that a college
degree significantly improves one’s
employment prospects and earnings potential is overwhelming.
Bachelor’s degree holders are

half as likely to be unemployed as
their peers who only have a high
school degree.
Most college graduates will make
$1 million in additional earnings
on average over their lifetime than
those students with only a high
school diploma, according to a
study conducted by Georgetown

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com
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Congratulations Graduates of Class 2021
University.
Economists expect the job
growth to continue in the coming
months.
Management consulting firm
Oxford Economics predicts that a
total of 8 million jobs will be added
this year, reducing the unemploy-

ment rate to a low 4.3% by the final
quarter of 2021.
If you’re not planning to go to
a four-year college, enrolling in a
post-high school training program
or junior college and learning a
profession can pay off. Starting at a

community college and transferring
to a four-year university later can
save graduates and parents money.
This can also be a good choice if
you’re not sure what you want to
study yet. Whatever you decide,
your community is proud of you.
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NOW HIRING
Make Ready

with Multi-family experience

Lead Maintenance
must be EPA certified

Both must be able to work flexible hours,
including being on call during
weekends and holidays
www.angletonmanorapts.com

Clarion’s popular Summer Matinee Series begins June 23

The Clarion at Brazosport
College is pleased to announce a
new roster of shows for its popular Summer Children’s Series.
The Summer Series is a series of
weekly performances aimed for
children with shows every Wednesday from June 23 through July 14.
All performances begin at 10 a.m.
Tickets for each show is $5 per
person and are currently on sale.
This year’s matinee series will
feature four shows, highlighting
musical artists, dance and magic.
All shows are appropriate for children ages 4 to 12, and events are
general seating.
Performances will feature a
limited in-person audience with
expanded seating.
Call the Clarion Box Office at
(979) 230-3156 to make reservations for your group. The Clarion
at Brazosport College is located at
500 College Drive in Lake Jackson and can be reached by calling
(979) 230-3156 or visiting clarion.
brazosport.edu.
This season’s lineup of summer
matinees includes:
THE MAGIC OF
LANNY KIBBEY
Wednesday, June 23
10 a.m. — $5
Magician Lanny Kibbey brings
the very best in magical entertainment with his children’s-oriented
comedy magic show. Magician
Lanny tours across the United
States. Robin Leech, host of the
television show “Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous” has proclaimed,
“I have seen the very best in magical entertainment, all over the world
… and the Magic of Lanny Kibbey
is world-class!”
SOUL STREET
Wednesday, June 30
10 a.m., $5
They fly through the air with the
greatest of ease and dance en
pointe while semi-crouched in hightop sneakers. Catch the excitement
of Street Dance as these energetic
performers demonstrate their varied
styles and discuss the distinctive features and origins of each
dance. From Brazil’s Capoiera to
New York’s Break Dance and the
multi-component form of hip-hop,
the audience learns how these
styles developed and evolved.

TOM’S FUN BAND
Wednesday, July 7
10 a.m. — $5
A Summer Series favorite, Tom’s
Fun Band is a group of musicians
who have come from very different musical backgrounds to bring
fun music to children and families.
Tom’s Fun Band was born when
Tom Wilbeck decided to start writing
children’s music for his twins. Today,
Tom’s Fun Band can be seen at festivals, schools, libraries, fundraisers,
parties, museums and anywhere
positive, family music is needed.

ANDYROO AND THE ANDYROONIVERSE
Wednesday, July 14
10 a.m., $5
AndyRoo & the AndyRooniverse
is the children’s music project
featured on Radio Disney AM 1590.
Andyroo & the AndyRooniverse
has delighted kids of all ages at
the Smithsonian National Museum
of Natural History, at the PBS Kids
show at SXSW and on the Kids
Country Stage with Radio Disney
at the Houston Livestock Show &
Rodeo.

The Magic of Lanny Kibbey on Wednesday, June 23.

Soul Street on Wednesday, June 30.

Andyroo and the Andyrooniverse on Wednesday, July 14.

www.mybulletinnewspaper.com

Bring your lawn chairs, enjoy the tunes at Peach Street

The time for the second annual
Peach Street Night Jams Singer
Song Writers Festival has arrived.
On Friday, June 11, from 6-10
p.m. and Saturday, June 12, from
5-10 p.m., there will be two full evenings of original songs and musical
talents.
The event is sponsored by Peach
Street Farmers Market, the City of
Angleton, Del Papa Distributorship,
11 Below Brewing, and Richard’s
Rainwater.
Friday night’s line-up opens with
Thomas Harris. Ron Rost (pronounced like Frost with out the “f”)
shares some of his award-winning
songs. Cory, Odd Toddler, Todd is
next. The night concludes with Dub
Miller.
Saturday’s line up begins with
Pricilla Mattos. Benny Notgrass
plays next. Following Benny is Opie
Hendrix. Matt Mathis strums next
in the order. The grand finale of the
two days is Grammy award-winning,
fiddle-playing Tammy Rogers.
A tiny bit about the musicians:
Both days open with Angleton High

School graduates. Thomas Harris,
class of ‘79, and Pricilla Mattos,
class of ‘20. This is a local concert
supporting local songwriters starting
with local talent.
Ron Rost is an award-winning
songwriter. Among other honors, he
was awarded the “Song of the Year”
in 2012, 2014, and 2017. In 2015,
2016 and 2020 he won songwriter
of the year from the Houston Songwriters Association.
Cory Todd is a songwriter and
epitomizes the “Coastal Kid.” Benny
Notgrass is another coastal favorite.
Cory and Benny are thoughtful song
writers and talented musicians.
Opie Hendrix most recently
released His newest album
“Unhappy People.”
Opie Hendrix of Houston is telling
the truth from where he stands, in a
style that is bold and crooning.
Produced by Texas troubadour
John Evans (Corb Lund, Jason
James, Hayes Carll, Jesse Dayton),
“Unhappy People” is breathtakingly
well-rounded and layered. It hits
with the warmth of Tom Petty and

Opie Hendrix

cuts like the jagged wit of Harry
Neilson.
“It’s about the world we live in vs.
the world we want to live in. It’s a
piece of personal activism,” Hendrix
says about the title track off his
upcoming album. Something we
value in the artists we love is that
they individually forge a new path,
giving us an alternative direction to
wander. For them to do so requires
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an unrelenting commitment to being
true to one’s self.
This is where Opie Hendrix
thrives. The layered nature of his
thoughts creates a rich and complex sound. Toy shakers, a reversed
tape deck, bright acoustics, and a
crunchy telecaster are all elements
that weave throughout irresistible
beats. And with every song, Hendrix’s road map to personal activism
is revealed in an album 10 years in
the making.

About Opie Hendrix
In his upcoming fifth album
release “Unhappy People,” Opie
Hendrix ponders “Is there no
forgiveness left in the world, no
hope for redemption? Good to
know people change.” The world
has changed since Hendrix’s last
album. His hope is that people are
willing to change with it. A love letter
to earth, as he describes, “Unhappy
People” marks a chapter of personal growth.
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Following signs is a challenge throughout our lives

By Shirley Prihoda

when the language is unfamiliar.
That is unless you are in a country
This story is a humorous look at
whose alphabet looks cursive but
signs. It’s not limited to billboards
bears little resemblance to ours.
with half the letter missing, but
For brevity’s sake, we will go
also to those we attach to our car
forward with countries using an
bumpers.
alphabet we are familiar with.
For example, take the fish we
Let’s say we’re in Mexico and
put on the back
looking for a
of our cars. Not
CHASING THE CREATOR pharmacy. We
live fish, the fish
could sound out
symbol that shines for all the world
the words farmacia or medico
to see that we are followers of
and grasp that it was a pharmacy,
Christ as we cut them off in traffic.
or some type of medical profesOr the “God Listens” one we
sional.
attempt to explain to an unbeIf you’re an immigrant, or a
liever. Of course, for effect, we
visiting international who has been
drop our voice three octaves, and
thoroughly indoctrinated to obey
make God into a three-syllable
all posted signs in America, you
word. We come across like a vinyl
just may have a problem with our
siding salesman desperate for a
road signs.
sale.
The newcomer lands at Bush
Sometimes posted signs help
Intercontinental Airport and rents
The Bulletin

a car to travel to Brenham. Having
been instructed that Americans
are quite serious about their road
signs and have placed uniformed
people along the roads to ensure
they are followed, he purposes to
follow them to the letter.
All seemed well until he turned
onto Highway 290. That’s when
acceleration began to take on
a new meaning. In desperation,
and to calm his racing heart, he
quickly pulled into the parking lot
of what looked like a commercial
business. His commitment to obey
all posted signs was failing him
as he attempted to decipher the
business’ sign that read, “Clo ed
du to Ha vey.”
I am fully convinced God likes
signs.
Remember the two stone
tablets? I can clearly picture God
telling the people He rescued
from slavery in Egypt to follow
the signs that would lead them
to two mountains. When they got
there, He would have more signs
posted, and they would have a
decision to make which way they
would go. On the surface, it would
seem obvious which one they
would take, since one road led to
blessings and the other to curses.
He had invested a lot of time in
getting them to that decision point
in the road.
Because my mind thinks in East
Texas vernacular, here’s how I picture God telling them about their
choice of the two mountains.
“Choose up sides and get up
them thar’ mountains. Make some
noise and get as many as you
can to come a runnin’ to the right
mountain. I’ll be a warnin’ them
if they choose the wrong ‘un, it
ain’t gonna’ go well with them or
them thar kids! It’s time to choose
sides, are you for Us, or agin’ us?”
I like this paraphrase, but you
may want to read the original in
Deuteronomy 27:12-26.
The same two mountains in
Deuteronomy still beacon us to
“Choose you this day who you will
serve.”
Equally clear, I can hear my
mama’s voice: “Shirley Jean,
if you would just listen and do
what’s right, you could keep yourself out of a lot of hot water!”
That’s a true sign.

Living our life as a sign that
points the way to blessing goes
much farther than trying to
impress someone with how many
verses we can quote or setting
them straight about doctrine.
This happened to me on my
first Christmas as a new believer.
With my new-found love in Christ,
I was enjoying Christmas carols
in a way that I never experienced
before.
I was singing along with “The
Little Drummer Boy” as he played

his drum for baby Jesus when a
family member pointedly told me
there never was a Little Drummer
Boy.
Were they right?
Yes. Could they have read the
signs that I was a new believer
and have waited until after
Christmas to slam my new faith?
Certainly.
When you’re looking in the
rearview window of life, the signs
that were posted along the road of
your life are clearer.

God said no more worldwide flooding
Based on the writings of the Rev. Billy Graham
Q: The story of Noah’s Ark,
the flooding, and the rainbow
that promises “no more flooding,” are laughed at by my
friends who say the Bible is
fake, because the world experiences deadly floods often. How
can one refute them? - B.F.
A: Cyclones, typhoons, and
raging winds that part the waters
are catastrophes that come, but
none since the time of Noah have
flooded the entire earth.
The Bible says: “Blessed are
those who hear the word of God”
(Luke 11:28). It’s vital to read the
Scripture for ourselves to find
truth - His truth. God’s Word is His
authoritative message to mankind.
His Word is the infallible Book.
Now what does the Bible actually say about the flood and the
rainbow in the sky? God states a
fact and gives a promise declaring:
“I set My rainbow in the cloud...
and I will remember My [promise
to]... every living creature of all
flesh; the waters shall never again
become a flood to destroy all
flesh... that is on the earth” (Genesis 9:13-16).
More important than floods is to
heed the warnings found in God’s
Word. We learn that deception and
false religion lead to wars, pestilence, famine, etc. But mankind

should pay close attention to God’s
Word that teaches that there will
be a famine of the Word of God in
the last days. This is true today as
people claim they’re too busy to
read such an old book.
There are so many strange
voices being heard in the religious
world of our day, and we should
not be misled by them, but compare what they say with the Word
of God.
It’s important to remember that
Satan endeavors to get man to
doubt the reliability of God’s Word,
but the Bible tells us that “every
word of God is flawless” (Proverbs
30:5, NIV). Take comfort in this.
Tribune Media Services

(Send your queries to “My Answer,”
c/o Billy Graham, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, 1 Billy Graham Parkway, Charlotte, N.C., 28201; call 1-(877)
2-GRAHAM, or visit the Web site for the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association:
www.billygraham.org.)

GAS

(From Page 1)

Grandpa Ruffo and the boys
tapped into the line safely. Ruffo
said, “The price was right.” It was
free for the taking.
Ruffo and his boys ran a line from
the valve to the house. I never found
out whether they installed a pressure regulator on the line. Then they
connected the line to the in-house
copper piping system that was set
up for the carbide gas, even using
the existing open-flame light fixtures.
The problems with using pure
natural gas are many. The gas has
no natural odor, no taste, and it’s
heavier than air, so it sinks into
lower areas. It is also explosive,
highly flammable, and it will suffo-

REGISTER

(From Page 1)

most caregivers realize they must
have some help. Ordinarily, that
realization is a process that occurs
over weeks, often because of caregiver exhaustion.
“However, under the COVID
lockdown the past year, stress,
confusion, and the lack of stimulation have exacerbated the disease
process in Alzheimer’s patients and
created crises,” he said, “and we
are seeing more family caregivers
who are needing immediate help.”
“A short-term answer is companion care or home health, and
Brazoria County has dozens of
well-established, licensed agencies
with good reputations and devoted
nurses and aides. For folks who
have long-term care insurance, that

cate you.
Here is in short what happened in
Northeast Texas.
The town of New London is set
atop a salt dome. Under the dome
was a lot of oil and high-pressure
natural gas. When the oil was discovered, New London became an
oil boom town.
Roughnecks, drillers, merchants,
and all sorts of people moved to
New London to take advantage of
the riches flowing out of the ground.
Due to oil rights money, the New
London School District became
one of the richest school districts in
Texas.
With all this wealth, they built
a new multi-story brick school
building. To save a little money, they
works. But the median income of
people over 65 in Brazoria County
is $46, 000 a year, and the average
cost of companion care through an
agency varies from $23 to $28 an
hour with a minimum of four hours,”
Libby continued. “That’s not an
unreasonable rate. In fact, it’s less
expensive than most maid services,
but the fact is many Brazoria County
caregivers cannot afford to pay it for
an extended period.”
Libby said this service will reduce
caregiver stress and help to keep
family members at home. Independent health care providers and
caregiver/employers can call the
Gathering Place Angleton office,
(979) 308-4525, Monday through
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
information about registering.
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stayed after school to work on their
That was the only time my Dad
decided not to use steam to heat
projects. A few minutes after school
ever mentioned the New London
the school, but to tap into a natural
let out, one of the boys went to get a school explosion. No details. No
gas pipeline because the gas was
piece of lumber. When he flipped on
elaborations.
free. The building was designed to
the electric light switch to illuminate
If you want to know more about
house all the students in the district
the crawl space, there was a spark,
the New London tragedy, get a copy
from first through the twelfth grade.
and hell on Earth ensued.
of “My Boys and Girls are in There,”
The center of the building had a
Witnesses said that the center
by Ron Rozelle.
large basement. In that basement
section of the building rose three
The legislators of the State of
was that school’s wood shop. There
to four feet above the ground, then
Texas passed bills outlawing the
was a large crawl space on one
crashed back down. The walls
practice of tapping into gas pipeside of the wood shop used to store
blew out. The floors and the roof
lines. They also passed a bill manlumber for student projects.
collapsed into the basement. Over
dating the introduction of a chemical
Sometimes, some of the boys
300 people were killed. New London into natural gas that gave the gas
lost a generation of children in a
it’s characteristic odor that we are
split second.
familiar with today.
My Dad and I were driving to
That chemical is usually liquid
Rusk, a small town near New
ethyl mercaptan. Industry standard
London, when I saw a road sign
is to add 1.4 gallons of ethyl merwith an arrow pointing down a
captan to 10,000 gallons of liquefied
county road to New London. I said
petroleum gas (LPG). A little goes a
Port Freeport has welcomed the
that I had never heard of New
long way.
M/V DOLE AZTEC at the Velasco
London.
With tapping into the lines being
Container Terminal on its first call to
My Dad said: “I was teaching
outlawed, Ruffo needed a new
the United States.
school in Rusk when I heard that
energy source for lighting up his
Port Freeport Executive Director/
there had been a natural gas
house. Next week: a little sidebar
CEO Phyllis Saathoff, Port Comdisaster at the New London school.
about ethyl mercaptan and Ruffo’s
mission Chairman Shane Pirtle,
I immediately left Rusk to go see
ultimate solution.
and Port Commissioners presented
if I could help. I worked there for
(Write Roy in care of The Bulletin.
a plaque to commemorate the
three days and three nights. A lot
Email: john.bulletin@gmail.com.
occasion to Master of the Vessel,
of people died. Most of them were
Snail mail: The Bulletin, PO Box
Captain Kazimir Botica, and to
children.”
2426, Angleton TX, 77516.)
Dole’s Operations Finance Manager Stephen H. Hylton and Freeport Terminal Manager Chris Noble.
Dole presented Port Freeport with a
model ship marking the milestone.
Built in 2021, the M/V DOLE
AZTEC is named to recognize the
indigenous people of the region that
these vessels will serve, carrying
their fresh exports to customers
of the South and Central United
States.
They represent Dole’s respect
and admiration for the ethos of the
cultures with which these regions
were bestowed.
“Port Freeport is proud to
welcome the M/V DOLE AZTEC
Our community with its resort-style swimming pool and beautiful
to the Velasco Container Terminal
landscaping offers a relaxing oasis just steps from your door.
and appreciates our longstanding
relationship with Dole Fresh Fruit,”
Port Commission Chairman Shane
Pirtle said. “We look forward to continuing our partnership of providing
a valuable supply of high-quality
fresh fruit to the consumers of North
America.”

Port welcomes
new Dole Aztec
vessel to terminal

The Palms of Lake Jackson
2 BR’s Starting at $775
We’re still leasing
Take a self-guided tour
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Columbia Christian Senior Citizens Center Menu

629 E. Bernard, West Columbia, TX, (979) 345-5955
dessert.
Meals served at 11:30 a.m. All menus
Friday, June 11: Hamburger patty,
subject to change. Meals on wheels
Boston baked beans, corn on the cob,
available - call before 9:30 a.m. Low
lettuce & tomatoes, potato salad, hamsalt/low sugar meals available - call
burger bun, dessert.
before 8 a.m. Transportation to the
Monday, June 1: Beef stroganoff,
center available - call before 8:30 a.m.
spiced apples, carrots, pears & cottage
Wednesday, June 9: Mexican
cheese; sliced bread, dessert.
casserole, corn, peas slaw, cornbread,
Tuesday, June 15: FATHER’S DAY
dessert.
(June 20) Banquet: Brisket, gravy,
Thursday, June 10: Sausage &
creamed potatoes, green beans, fruit
onions, collard greens, navy beans,
salad, rolls, strawberry shortcake.
peaches & cottage cheese, garlic toast,

Prices good through 6/15/2021

History of the World On This Day

June 8
0452 - Italy was invaded by Attila
the Hun.
1872 - The penny postcard was
authorized by the U.S. Congress.
1934 - The Cincinnati Reds
became the first Major League team
to use an airplane to travel from
one city to another. They flew from
Cincinnati to Chicago.
1986 - The Boston Celtics won
their 16th NBA championship.
June 9
1931 - Robert H. Goddard
patented a rocket-fueled aircraft
design.
1934 - Donald Duck made his
debut in the Silly Symphonies cartoon “The Wise Little Hen.”
1999 - NATO and Yugoslavia
signed a peace agreement over
Kosovo.
June 10
1902 - The “outlook” or “seethrough” envelope was patented by
Americus F. Callahan.
1903 - Binney & Smith Company
began developing a product line

of wax crayons. The product was
named Crayola.
1924 - The Republican National
Convention was broadcast by NBC
radio. It was the first political convention to be on radio.
June 11
1776 - In America, the Continental Congress formed a committee to
draft a Declaration of Independence
from Britain.
1912 - Silas Christoferson
became the first pilot to take off
from the roof of a hotel. (Why?)
1982 - Steven Spielberg’s movie
“E.T.” opened.
2016 - Stephanie Gizella Toth
and David Allen Johnson were married. Happy 5th Anniversary!
June 12
1812 - Napoleon’s invasion of
Russia began. It didn’t work out
well.
1839 - Abner Doubleday created
the game of baseball, according to
the legend.
1939 - The National Baseball Hall
of Fame and Museum was dedi-

cated in Cooperstown, New York.
June 13
1825 - Walter Hunt patented the
safety pin. Hunt then sold the rights
for $400.
1927 - Charles Lindbergh was
honored with a ticker-tape parade
in New York City.
1971 - The New York Times
began publishing the “Pentagon
Papers”. The articles were a secret
study of America’s involvement in
Vietnam.
1989 - U.S. President George
H.W. Bush exercised his first Presidential veto on a bill dealing with
minimum wage.
June 14
1841 - The first Canadian parliament opened in Kingston.
1846 - A group of U.S. settlers in
Sonoma proclaimed the region to
be the Republic of California.
1951 - “Univac I” was unveiled.
It was a computer designed for the
U.S. Census Bureau and billed
as the world’s first commercial
computer.

Bulletin horoscope
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
People rely on your strength of
character whenever they think
they might give in to weakness.
Everyone needs to keep their little
secrets, but they may share them
with you as the week rolls past
because you’re trustworthy.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
may want to take your place in the
spotlight as this week unfolds. One
way to do that is to call upon the
people in your network to support
you and cozy up to friends who
have influence.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Your
timing may be off, and you could be
more error-prone than usual now.
Try to be clear in conversations,
emails and texts to avoid miscommunications in the week ahead.
Avoid signing financial agreements.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
The power of attraction might work
to your advantage. People may
approach you with ideas that could
capture your imagination in the
week ahead. Careful conservation
of money will serve you well in the
long run.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You may

be encouraged to compete or take
risks at the expense of spending
time with your family. By delegating
authority to others in the upcoming
week, you’ll have more hours for
personal interests and enriching
social activities.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
loved one may invite you to compete in a game or sport and stir up
the flames of desire. Friends may
encourage you to learn everything
you can about their favorite subject
or a fascinating new interest as this
week unfolds.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Unexpected events might work
in your favor. Welcome sudden
changes in your routine or meetings with new people in the week
ahead. Something of great interest
or value could appear at an opportune moment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
You and a romantic partner could
be in tune this evening. Working
side by side with a buddy can be
productive and fulfilling. In the
week ahead, you can often solve
everybody else’s problems but may
need more time to solve your own.

Tribune Media Services

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): It will be wise to mind your
own business this week. You might
be forced to walk a fine line and
stay in your lane when dealing with
partners and family members who
hesitate to say what they mean.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Sometimes you need to quit climbing and enjoy the view from where
you are. As the week unfolds, avoid
any urge to outdo other people with
displays of extravagant spending.
A loved one may exercise a great
deal of creativity.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18): Welcome romance into your
life whenever you can, but don’t
make decisions or changes that
may affect your financial security
in the week ahead. You might grow
overconfident, take risks or want to
show off.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Discussions might require diplomacy while your work requires
imagination. To maintain harmony
in key relationships as the week
unfolds, it may be better to demonstrate loyalty than to cast doubt on
others.

Across
1 __ d’art
6 It’s sold in bars
10 Axlike tool
14 Move furtively
15 “In memoriam” bio
16 Cow conversation
17 Rite of Christian ordination
19 Hip ‘60s Brits
20 Rodeo ropes
21 Honeybunch

23 Montreal mate
25 Fights (for)
27 “Cold Mountain” hero played by
Jude Law
28 Bolster
31 Enhance, as an expense report
33 Whiz
34 Sticking points
35 Carries out
37 ER personnel
38 Fabric ponytail holder

Solutions on the right side of this page
In memory of Greg Wilkinson

Down
1 __Kosh B’gosh
2 Rain-__ bubble gum
3 Word whose meaning wouldn’t
change if it began with “z”
4 One-named singer
5 Boxing decisions
6 “Me too”
7 Corpulent
8 Ultrathin MacBook
9 War affliction, for short
10 Jordan’s capital
11 Entry-level job?
12 Astrology diagrams
13 Ancient ascetic
18 Invite letters
22 __ al-Fitr: end-of-Ramadan feast
23 Fitting
24 Hosp. scan
26 MS format details
29 Mexican money
30 L.A. school
32 Tray filler
35 Milano cathedral
36 Prov. bordering four Great Lakes
37 Authentic
39 Early TV maker
40 Freezer cubes
41 Game for little hitters
42 Wrinkly dog
45 Jumps in the lake
46 Summer in la ville
47 Vast quantity
48 Served like cherries jubilee
49 British co. letters
50 A teaspoon, say
52 Ottoman title
54 French-speaking Caribbean
country
55 Colorful memory game
58 Heart tests, briefly
60 Golden Triangle country
61 SASEs, e.g.
64 Missy Elliott music genre
65 Battery for small electronics
66 GI’s furlough
(c)Tribune Content Agency

Solutions

MALI CUBA HAITI INDIA PANAMA ANGOLA ZAMBIA TANZANIA

Bulletin Crossword Puzzle of the Week
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Complete the grid so each row, column
41 Chinese menu surname
43 Foldable beds
and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains
44 Pet store enclosures
every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to
48 Dismissive syllable
solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
49 Hasty escape
50 Computer key
51 Bounded
53 Quite
56 Leaves in the afternoon?
57 Irritate by rubbing
59 Supermarket walkways
62 Mall directories
63 1850s Eurasian conflict
67 “Ick!”
68 Spanish cat
69 Salty expanse
70 Director Kazan
71 With the circled word in the grid’s
center, what each circled word is?
72 Celestial red giant
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Is your living room the future of hospital care?

Kaiser Health News (TNS)

Hospital-level care at home
— some of it provided over the
internet — is poised to grow after
more than a decade as a niche
offering.
But a host of challenges remain,
from deciding how much to pay for
such services, to which kinds of
patients can safely benefit.
Patients with certain medical
conditions, such as pneumonia
or heart failure — even moderate
covid — are offered care in their
homes, with 24/7 remote monitoring and daily visits by medical
providers.
In the latest sign that the idea
is catching on, two big players —
Kaiser Permanente and the Mayo
Clinic — announced plans to
collectively invest $100 million into
Medically Home, a Boston-based
company that provides such services to scale up and expand their
programs.
Several other well-known hospital systems launched programs
last summer. They join about two
dozen already offering the service.
Medicare gave the idea a boost
in November, when it agreed to
pay for such care, to help keep
non-covid patients out of the
hospital during the pandemic.

Since then, more than 100 hospitals
have been approved by Medicare to
participate.
Amazon and a coalition of industry groups in March announced
plans to lobby for changes in federal and state rules to allow broader
access to a wide range of in-home
medical services.
“We’re seeing tremendous
momentum,” said Dr. Bruce Leff,
a Johns Hopkins Medical School
geriatrician who has studied and
advocated for the hospital-at-home
approach since he helped establish
one of the nation’s first programs in
the mid-1990s.
Leff and other proponents say
various studies show in-home care
is just as safe and may produce
better outcomes than being in the
hospital, and it saves money by
limiting the need to expand hospitals, reducing hospital readmissions
and helping patients avoid nursing
home stays. Some estimates put
the projected savings at 30% over
traditional hospital care.
The goal is to shift 10% or more
of hospital patients to home settings.“In a lot of ways, this remains
aspirational; this is the early
innings,” said Dean Ungar, who
follows the insurance and hospital
industries as a vice president and

senior credit officer at Moody’s
Investors Service. Still, he predicted
that “hospitals will increasingly be
reserved for acute care [such as
surgeries and ICUs].”
The attraction for insurers is
clear: If they can pay for care in a
lower-cost setting than the hospital,
with good outcomes, they save
money.
Hospitals likely see the potential,
long term, for huge profit margins
through “saving a lot of capital and
personnel expense by having the
work done at home.

How staring at
screens can affect
your vision
Mayo Clinic News Network (TNS)

If you stare at a computer monitor
or cellphone too long and then
experience temporary blurry vision,
it's likely because the moisture layer
on the front surface of your eye is
getting dry.
"If that tear film is not smooth
and even, and of the right quality
and quantity, vision does tend to
be compromised. So, people may
notice that they have clear vision
one moment, they blink, and it gets
blurred. They blink again, and it gets
clear," says Dr. Muriel Schornack, a
Mayo Clinic optometrist.
Blinking spreads important tears
over the front surface of the eye.
"Whenever we're doing anything
that requires distinct attention to
visual detail, our blink rate goes
down," says Dr. Schornack.
Instead of a normal blink rate of
every five to seven seconds, you
might only blink every 15 to 20 seconds when looking at a screen.
"Blinking is huge. It's hugely
important. It can go a long way
toward keeping us more comfortable. It's obviously inexpensive,
and it's readily available," says Dr.
Schornack.
Next time you find yourself staring
at a screen, try the 20-20-20 rule.
"Every 20 minutes, look at something 20 feet away, blink 20 times for
20 seconds," she says.
Using over-the-counter eye drops
periodically throughout the day also
can help.
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